2002 mazda 626 fuel pump

For more information go to Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated facilities and
backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver
outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec Revive your drive with
the sturdy design and dependable, OE-standard performance guaranteed by Bosch's new OE
replacement fuel pumps. Since , Bosch has developed innovative productsâ€”in We've Made a
Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel
Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included.
Product Fit. Shop Mazda Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: AFE Part Number: BS Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of
1 Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Featured Brands. Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer Reviews
Questions, Answers. When picking a reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel pump,
trust Airtex. Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the defining characteristics of
Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is thoroughly patterned
after to work like the ge Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel
pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en Feb 05,
Works great!! Replaced part and fired right up!! Very very pleased! Donna Curo. Purchased on
Jan 01, Apr 30, Erica OQuinn. Purchased on Apr 11, Oct 26, Works Great. Ray Tuttle. Purchased
on Oct 04, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a
computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations
into two separate categories: crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory
information for repair instructions and recommended safety procedures. Other issues can
mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is the problem
before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone
Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California
Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. The function of the fuel pump of the Mazda is
to filter out impurities like sediment and metal rust which would damage engine parts. It also
has the responsibility of supplying all the injectors of the engine with sufficient fuel pressure
and volume necessary for the engine to work in optimum conditions. Like all other mechanical
components, the fuel pump gets worn out and can be replaced within a short time by the
average mechanic. To replace the fuel pump, the fuel system pressure is first relieved and fuel
drained and the negative terminal of the battery disconnected to avoid electric shocks. The old
worn out fuel pump is then removed and replaced with a brand new one. Finally, the negative
terminal of the battery is re-connected and at least ten gallons of fuel added. The engine is then
started to check for leaks. They are available for the following Mazda years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 92, 91, 90, 89, 88, 87, 86, 85, 84, 83, This part is also sometimes called Mazda
Gas Pumps. I found parts geek has consistently had the lowest prices and great service and
with free shipping what a deal. The price was unbeatable. Auto zone wanted I paid Pump is a
louder than the original,I would have been willing to pay more if it had a filter. Other than that
pump works as expected. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part,
simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number
to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the
web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to
Enlarge. Replacement Electric Fuel Pump. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Autobest F
Electric Fuel Pump. Bosch Electric Fuel Pump. Package Contents 1 Electric Fuel Pump.
Features: Bosch "Better than OE design", improves upon ease of installation, drivability of your
vehicle and extends the life of the vehicle Patented Turbine Pump technology virtually
eliminates fuel pulsation, noise, and reduces hot-start problems Electromagnetic shielding
prevents on-board electronic interference from fuel pump Designed to operate under extreme
temperatures and under low fuel conditions while maintaining an extended service life All
Bosch fuel pumps are 'end-of-line' function tested in order to ensure highest quality and
performance. Airtex E Electric Fuel Pump. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement
part. Features: Universal Intank Fuel Pump. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground,
Overnight, 2 Day. Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps are made with all new materials under
rigorous quality controlled manufacturing and testing procedures. Quality Carter Electric Fuel
Pumps deliver optimum performance while providing long life. Carter Fuel Systems replacement
Electric Pumps consistently deliver fuel at the precise pressure and flow rate the vehicle
demands. Product SKU: Important Product Info: with Installation Kit. Features: Carter Electric
Fuel Pumps and Strainer Sets are made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled
manufacturing and testing procedures. Quality Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Strainer Sets
deliver optimum performance while keeping your fuel system free from any type of solid
contaminants and impurities. Read more reviews. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine Notes Mazda

Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Mazda Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D.
Vehicle Notes Mazda Catalog: F. Vehicle Mazda Catalog: A. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Catalog: T.
Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. Catalog: S. Catalog: N. Forgot your password? Or sign in
with one of these services. By Dottio , November 28, in 2L I4. I need to replace my mazda 2. I
would rather not drop the fuel tank to make the replacement. Is there a fuel pump access panel
on the mazda or will I need to cut a hole to get access to the fuel pump. Does anyone know
where ot the location and dimentions of the hole to be cut. Thanks for any help you can give!
Some advise given to me at the time I did some homework and cut my own access hole from
under the rear seat. I know the GD had an access panel under the back seat, but that changed
on the GE chassis 's, as those you had to physically drop the tank. You can post now and
register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text
instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert
images from URL. Or sign in with one of these services Sign in with Facebook. Sign in with
Twitter. Sign in with Microsoft. Sign in with Google. Reply to this topic Start new topic.
Recommended Posts. Dottio 0 Posted November 28, Posted November 28, Link to post Share
on other sites. Posted November 30, Access panel below the rear seat? I don't know about that
on a US model. I dropped the tank, hard but doable if you go at it slow and have some help.
Good luck. Dottio 0 Posted November 30, Thanks for your advice. Looks good. Please post up
some more specs and pics if possible. That might help others in the same situation. I had heard
of cutting a trap door but was hesitant due to the rotten luck I have. I was afraid of cutting the
wrong part. MonoxideChild Posted December 1, Posted December 1, FIS 93 Posted December 3,
Posted December 3, Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this
topic Followers 5. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call
To Order: Electric Fuel Pump. Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel Filter. Fuel
Injection Idle Speed Stabilizer. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel Pump Wiring Harness. Fuel Screen.
Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Strap. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids.
Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Injection. Tools and Hardware. Action Crash. Beck Arnley. Brute Power. DIY Solutions. Spectra
Premium. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Airtex E Electric Fuel Pump. Brock Fuel Pump.
Product Remark: with Installation Kit. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Brute Power
Electric Fuel Pump. Autobest Electric Fuel Pump. Autobest F Electric Fuel Pump. Product List
Price:. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part. Denso Fuel Pump. Features:
OE-Equivalent and direct fit for easy installation. OE connections and fittings. The high output
turbine delivers fuel with minimal pressure pulsation for quieter operation. Ultra-high balanced
armature to minimize noise and vibration. High pressure check valve provides superior hot fuel
handling characteristics. The brushes are designed for durability, efficiency, and low-resistance
operation. High quality relief valve to protect the fuel delivery system. Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Denso Electric Fuel Pump. Notes: Electric Fuel Pump -- Fuel tank
contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of
contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank before
installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features: years of
OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into
every aftermarket part, comprehensive portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years.
Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards
Designed to operate under extreme temperatures with quick engine starts and to avoid low-fuel
hesitation Improved pump performance as a result of Delphi's innovative design and durability
Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Part is validated, tested and
matched to the right vehicle application Restores fast pressure performance and system
integrity, translating to better pumping through less energy. Bosch Electric Fuel Pump.
Features: Bosch "Better than OE design", improves upon ease of installation, drivability of your
vehicle and extends the life of the vehicle Patented Turbine Pump technology virtually
eliminates fuel pulsation, noise, and reduces hot-start problems Electromagnetic shielding
prevents on-board electronic interference from fuel pump Designed to operate under extreme
temperatures and under low fuel conditions while maintaining an extended service life All
Bosch fuel pumps are 'end-of-line' function tested in order to ensure highest quality and
performance. Beck Arnley Electric Fuel Pump. Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps are made
with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled manufacturing and testing procedures.
Quality Carter Electric Fuel Pumps deliver optimum performance while providing long life.
Carter Fuel Systems replacement Electric Pumps consistently deliver fuel at the precise
pressure and flow rate the vehicle demands. Hella Fuel Pump. Features: OE-Equivalent electric
fuel pump. Direct fit for easy installation. Highly efficient turbine design. Designed for quieter
operation. Replacement Electric Fuel Pump. Spectra Premium Electric Fuel Pump. Catalog: P.

Vehicle Engine Mazda Catalog: B. Catalog: K. Vehicle Mazda Catalog: T. Catalog: N. Catalog: Q.
Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Mazda Catalog: A. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel
pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Designed to operate under extreme temperatures with
quick engine starts and to avoid low-fuel hesitation Improved pump performance as a result of
Delphi's innovative design and durability Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's
electrical system Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application Restores
fast pressure performance and system integrity, translating to better pumping through less
energy Position: In-Tank Condition: New Position s In-Tank Shipping Options: Ground This Part
Fits:. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine Notes Mazda The Mazda Capella was commonly known in
markets outside Japan as the Mazda The Mazda 's sixth-generation was built on the GF platform
and released in for the model year. Michael cross chrisscross. Fuel pump not working,I no
longer hear the pump run when ignition is on. I drove home ok. And next morning wouldn't
start. I finally found relay marked EGi,relay is good Any other suggestions to remedy problem
would be appreciated. Jasen Friedle vehiclefreak Just because the relay is good doesn't mean
the fuel pump is good. In this vehicle, the fuel pump is located in the tank itself, and does not
have an access point to get to it without dropping the fuel tank. There are plenty of videos
online on how to change the fuel pump in your car, including one where the guy cut a small hole
through the body work under the rear seat to make an access point to remove the fuel pump
without dropping the tank. Not a pretty job, and not recommended, but did get the job done. It's
up to you to decide how you want to go about the repair. Obviously, you want to be careful not
to damage the fuel lines or the tank during removal, as it contains a flammable liquid! Good
luck! Its much appreciated. I went out to you tube after i read your info and watched some
videos on fuel pump removal. Im still contemplating taking the rear seat out and cutting a
access hole, since messing with tank removal is quite messy. Jimfixer jimfixer. Michael , before
you cut hole or pull the tank check the wiring to the tank to make sure you have power to the
pump. The relay can be good and the pump can be fine , there could be a short in the wiring
between them. I have had more than one occasion were a wire had been damaged by something
bouncing under the car and causing a short. As for cutting a hole in your back seat floor be
forewarned that the car will smell like gas for a long time after. This can make a bad day even
worse. I personally prefer to drop the tank , just hope its not to full. I also replace straps or at
least the hardware after to make installation easier. Hope this helps. Fix Your Stuff. Back
Answers Index. Michael cross chrisscross Rep: 13 1. View the answer I have this problem too
Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 1. The All-New.
The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Jasen Friedle vehiclefreak Rep: 3.
Hi Michael, Just because the relay is good doesn't mean the fuel pump is good. Was this
answer helpful? Score 5. Jimfixer jimfixer Rep: Score 2. Add your answer Michael cross will be
eternally grateful. View Statistics:. The Mazda came standard with a 2. The fuel pump is located
inside the gas tank, so you must remove the gas tank to service the fuel pump. Replacing the
fuel pump is an involved job that requires the help of an assistant at several times throughout
the process. This process will also work for models equipped with the 2. Park the vehicle on a
level surface and set the parking brake. Open the vehicle hood and support it with the hood
prop rod. Install the 9-volt battery to the memory saver and plug the memory saver into the
cigarette lighter socket. Disconnect the negative battery cable from the battery with the socket
and ratchet. Open the relay center that is between the battery and strut tower on the left side of
the engine bay. The fuel pump relay is in the third row of relays from the strut tower and it is the
second relay from the driver's side in that row. Start the engine and allow it to run until it stalls
out and then crank it for an additional 10 seconds to relieve the fuel pressure. Remove the gas
cap to relieve any fuel vapor pressure. Place the wheel chocks around the front wheels. Lift the
rear of the vehicle into the air with the floor jack and place the jack stands under the rear
suspension. Lower the floor jack until the vehicle rests securely on the jack stands. Remove the
floor jack. Place a 5-gallon gas can directly under the fuel fill door. Install one end of the siphon
pump into the fuel filler neck and direct the other end into the 5-gallon gas can. Siphon as much
fuel from the tank as possible, making sure not to over fill each gas can. Store the removed fuel
in a safe place for later use. Lie down under the vehicle and look to the front of the tank to
locate the fuel line connections. Squeeze the plastic tabs for each fuel tank line and separate
the sending and return lines from the fuel tank lines. Disconnect the wiring harness from the
fuel pump connector. Squeeze the pressure clamp for the fuel filter neck and no return valve
and slide the clamp away from the tank. Remove the fuel filler neck, no return valve and the
evaporative emissions vent hose. Place the floor jack directly under the fuel tank and raise the
jack arm until there is just enough room to fit the block of wood between the tank and the jack
arm. Place the block of wood between the tank and jack arm. Raise the jack arm until the wood
makes contact with the fuel tank and shield, but do not apply any additional pressure. Instruct

the helper to hold the fuel tank in place. Remove the tank strap bolts with the socket and
ratchet. Swing the tank straps down and remove them from under the vehicle. Instruct the
helper to balance the tank on the floor jack while the fuel tank is lowered from its position under
the vehicle. Remove the fuel tank and shield from the block of wood and jack. Slide the fuel tank
and shield from under the vehicle. Squeeze the plastic quick connectors securing the fuel tank
lines to the fuel pump inlet and outlet hoses, then disconnect the fuel tank hoses from the fuel
pump. Remove the screws securing the fuel pump to the fuel tank with the ratchet and bit-driver
attachment. Lift the fuel pump out of the fuel tank and discard its mounting gasket. Place the
new fuel pump mounting gasket onto the fuel tank opening. Line up the holes in the gasket with
the threaded holes in the fuel tank. Set the new fuel pump into position. Install the mounting
screws and tighten to 10 to 19 inch-pounds with the inch pounds torque wrench and bit driver.
Slide the fuel tank under the vehicle. Place the block of wood and floor jack under the fuel tank
mounting location. Lift the fuel tank onto the block of wood and jack arm with the assistance of
your helper. Instruct the helper to maintain the tank balance and lift the fuel tank into position
with the floor jack. Hook the fuel straps into position on the front side of the tank and shield,
and swing them into position at the rear of the tank. Install the tank strap bolts and tighten to 32
to 44 foot-pounds with the torque wrench. Lower the floor jack and block of wood. Install the
new fuel line retainer clips onto the fuel pump connections by sliding them over the fuel lines
on the fuel pump. Clip the sending and return lines into place on the fuel pump. Install the fuel
filler neck and no return valve, and then install the clamps. Install the evaporative emission lines
to its respective connection. Lift the rear of the vehicle off of the jack stands with the floor jack
and remove the jack stands. Lower the rear of the vehicle to the ground and remove the floor
jack. Fill the fuel tank with the gas that was removed previously and stored in gas cans. Install
the fuel filler cap and tighten until it clicks three times. Inspect the socket for the fuel pump
relay and locate terminal number 30, which is the bottom left terminal. Connect the jumper wire
to terminal Loosen the body ground on the core support near the hood latch with the socket
and ratchet. Install the opposite end of the jumper wire to the body ground and tighten the
ground bolt snug with the socket and ratchet. Connect the negative battery cable to the battery
and tighten the terminal with the socket and ratchet. The fuel pump will turn on as soon as the
negative battery terminal is connected to the battery. Allow the fuel pump to operate
continuously for the next five minutes. While the fuel pump is running inspect the fuel system
for any leaks and replace any leaking lines or hoses as necessary. Loosen the body ground at
the core support with the socket and ratchet. Remove the jumper wire from the body ground.
Tighten the body ground bolt snug with the socket and ratchet. Disconnect the jumper wire
from fuel pump relay socket Install the fuel pump relay. Install the fuse center lid and shut the
vehicle hood. Robert Moore started writing professionally in He has prepared business plans,
proposals and grant requests. Moore is a state of Michigan-certified mechanic and is pursuing
an Associate of Arts in automotive technology from Lansing Community College. Step 1 Park
the vehicle on a level surface and set the parking brake. Step 2 Start the engine and allow it to
run until it stalls out and then crank it for an additional 10 seconds to relieve the fuel pressure.
Step 3 Place the wheel chocks around the front wheels. Step 4 Place a 5-gallon gas can directly
under the fuel fill door. Step 5 Lie down under the vehicle and look to the front of the tank to
locate the fuel line connections. Step 6 Place the floor jack directly under the fuel tank and raise
the jack arm until there is just enough room to fit the block of wood between the tank and the
jack arm. Step 7 Place the block of wood between the tank and jack arm. Step 8 Instruct the
helper to balance the tank on the floor jack while the fuel tank is lowered from its position under
the vehicle. Step 1 Place the new fuel pump mounting gasket onto the fuel tank opening. Step 2
Slide the fuel tank under the vehicle. Step 3 Hook the fuel straps into position on the front side
of the tank and shield, and swing them into position at the rear of the tank. Step 4 Install the
new fuel line retainer clips onto the fuel pump connections by sliding them over the fuel lines
on the fuel pump. Step 5 Lift the rear of the vehicle off of the jack stands with the floor jack and
remove the jack stands. Step 6 Fill the fuel tank with the gas that was removed previously and
stored in gas cans. Step 7 Inspect the socket for the fuel pump relay and locate terminal number
30, which is the bottom left terminal. Step 8 Connect the negative battery cable to the battery
and tighten the terminal with the socket and ratchet. Step 9 Loosen the body ground at the core
support with the socket and ratchet. Do not smoke or use an open flame at any time while
working on the fuel system. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to
the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Mazda Fuel Pump. Select your vehicle year.
Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending
Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Mazda Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 21 results. Display item:.
Sort by:. Part Number: M Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.

Product Details Notes : Fuel pump motor; 1. Vehicle Fitment - Mazda Base 4 Cyl 2. Part Number:
AFE Part Number: BS Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 21 results. Mazda Fuel Pump Customer
Reviews. Dec 20,
porsche 944 wiring diagram
kia rio forums
volvo symbol
Subaru parts. The right part. Good to find another source of parts for my rare '91 Subaru Justy.
The car started on the first try after sitting for 12 years!!! Norbert J Neel Neel. Purchased on Nov
28, Nov 23, Fuel Pump. Great little fuel pump and did the job I was needing done. My biggest
problem was the way all my parts on this order shipped. William Crowe. Purchased on Nov 16,
Oct 04, The wrong part. Delisa Mixon. Purchased on Sep 14, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. These modules use input from various sensors and coordinate with each other to
control a variety of outputs. It never failsâ€”when your car refuses to start, it happens at the
most inopportune time. Troubleshooting the problem is usually pretty straightforward. But
occasionally, a tricky diagnosis will have you pulling out your hair and throwing wrenches.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

